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1. Formulation of the problem

Denote by
E" : (R", B(R");pä, ldl S 1)

the statistical experiment corresponding to a sequence of observations (r1 tfi2t. . . t

o,") € R", which satisfy the following (first order) autoregressive model

(1) xk :|x*-t * ek,

where oo : 0 and (e1) is a sequence of independent normal random variables,
er - N(0, L), or which satisfy the generalized model

(2) rk:|kx*-r * e&,

where oo : 0 and (gp) is a sequence of independent identically distributed random
variables with E01 : d and D20x - o2. We assume that the sequences (ur),(gt)
are independent and that o2 is known. The parameter d is unknown, but we have
02 + o2 < 1. It is clear that the model (2) includes the model (1) when o2 : 0.

When studying asymptotical ( n -- m ) properties of estimators 0," of the
unknown parameter 0 orre important method is based on the transition from
the original experiment E" to a specially reparametrized experiment En, which
converges (in a certain way) to a simple "limiting" experiment d. This allows
us to apply, say, asymptotical minimax theorems, from which we obtain results of
the form liminf .B(d") > R(E), where B is the minimax risk, the key concept in
obtaining properties of asymptotic optimality of the corresponding estimators.

The purpose of this paper is to present basic steps to these ideas in connection
to the models (1) and (2). Below we show, in particular, that (in a certain class to
be specified below) sequential maximum likelihood estimators are asymptotically
minimax. We have considered the model (t) (i.e. the case o2 :0 ) in [1].
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2. Localization and reparametrization

Consider statistical experiments

F': (O", F";Pä,d e O"),

n ) 1, where O' are open subsets in Rd, O' C gn*l . Instead of using the
experiment E" to estimate the true value of the parameter 0 ("the true theory")
in many cases lile can assume that the observer has some idea where the true value

0 ,,is,' or ,,might be". For example, such an idea might be an assumption that "the
true value 0 belongs to a neighbourhood of the point 0s", and this will be the
null approximation. (In many cases the value 0s is based on preliminary "crude"
estimators. It may be given by a random variable, e.g. by an estimator based on

preliminary observations.)
Assuming that the true value 0 belongs to a neighbourhood of a fixed point

ds we shall write 0 in the form

(3) 0-0o*o,ö(n,00)) a€R',

if the loss function W : We(a) (here 0 is the true value of the parameter

isarr "estimate" ora "solution")hastheform W:W(0 -a) then

r,lw (O-'(n,r,o)(o - A"» - Eäw(o - a").

It follows that for any b > 0

where ö: ö(n,0s) must be of the form /(n,00) - 0, n --+ oo ("the larger the
number of the observations the closer the approximation to 06 under the null
hypothesis"). W" can view the parameter a as a new parameter to be estimated.

The corresponding reparametrization of the experiment E" (transition with
the help of localization from the "0-model" to the "a-model") gives a new exper-

iment En : E"(00) with E" :({1",F";PZ,a e d"), where

dn - {o € Rd : 0o + aö(n,lo) € O"}

and P[ :Päo+.,ö,',eo)'

If &" is an estimator (in the "o-model") and d" : 0o * &ö(n,ds) is the
corresponding estimator in the "d-model", then

(4) 0-4":ö(n,gsxo-ä").

Hence,
and o,

(5)

(6) sup E;W (O-'(n,oo)(o - 0\)
{0:le-00 l( bö(n,00) }

- sup EIW(ot - An).
{o'lolSö}
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The above method of transition to the "a-model" depends, of course, on the
choice of the sequence ö : ö(n,00). A meaningful choice of this sequence depends
on the conditions which guarantee that the sequence of experiments 8" will con-
verge (in some sense) to a "limiting" experimeat 8 . If. the limiting experiment has
a simple structure and if the problem of estimating the parameter a has "good"
solutions in it, then we can hope that the corresponding result is also true for the
experiments En, at least for large n.

The requirement "convergence of E" to some non-trivial experiment E" a:u-

tomatically leads to such a choice of the norming sequence ö: ö(n,0s) + 0,
n -+ oo, that the family of measurer (Päo+oO(r,,ao;)r,.>, must get closer tc the
family of measures (P[. )"2r for each possible value of the parameter a. Formally
this is expressed by saying that the family (Päo+o,-,e.1),,>, is contiguous to the
family (Pfr,)"2r.

3. Reparametrization and minimax estimation in the model (2)

Put 7r : (0* - 0)lo. Therr the model (2) can be written as

(7) rk : ork-r * (.* + orlp)xp-1.

F\rrthermore, for n ) 1 denote o : (1 - 0)", E : o;/i, ar.d for hfn < t <
(k + t)ln define

,«")1t)- +, W«")1r)
vn

It then follows that

- L_f .,
^fr,/'v i<&

and A@) U)

D1.

k

n

(8) 1 + », (x(")(r))' dw«")1r),

where 1gt")(0) : qr(")10; : 0 and (o, E) e a/(") with

g(n) - {(",»):a:(1 -l)n,E:ot6,;e2 +o2 <t\.

Denote UV ptf,Ll the probability distribution of the process X(") considered. as a
random element in the Skorohod space (D, D,(Dr)r>o) consisting of right contin-
uous functions o: ("(r))rro having left limits equipped with o-algebras

Dt- 0 "{, i r(u),u < r},
s)t

In this framework define the (filtered) experiment

D-Y

{to , D,(Dr)r>o);pt(",Ly, (o, »)5',@)- € d(") ).
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By (8) it is natural to expect that the experiment E@) converges (in a certain
sense) to the experiment

e : {(D,D, (Dr)r>o)ip(o,E), (o, E) e d},

where d : {(o,E) : a ) 0,8 > 0} and P(o,E) is the probability distribution of
a diffusion process X : (X(r))rro satisfying

dx(t): -aX(t)dt + \fr +»rx\t)dw(t),

where W : (W(t))rro i" the standard Wiener process.

For (a, E) e AG) Ay

z1,,,»u) : !!l;i'.a)
" (0,»)

we denote the density of the restriction of the measure a,t",L, to D1 with respect

to the restriction of the measure f,f;)", t" Dt. The density 26,»1(t), (a,D) e d ,

is defined analogously for the experiment d.
In [2] it is proved that for fixed E ) 0, p ) 1 and g ) 1 we have

g 
{zt:),")(t ;);i -1, . . .,P, i - 1, . . . qlPt,f,}

3 z{Z@,,»y(t;);i _ 1,.. .,p,i- 1,.. .,Ql&,,")}

i.e., the experiments 5'@) converge weakly to the experiment 8.
Define stopping times

[x(")((i-t)1")] 'ny@)(») _ inr {*:

and

1+ »rlx(")((i - 1)1")l'

( 10)

( 11)

»
ås*

Corresponding to (10) it is possible to prove that

s{zt:),»y (r(")(»)) ;i :1,. . .,81P(tt, }
3 g{z@,,"1 (?(»)) ;i - 1,.. .,QlP«0,"1 }.
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But we have

["" *'(") ,,
Jo "ffi 

ds : 1 (Pto'»;-t't';

yielding

where ( ^, N(0, 1). Hence
( 12)

z(o,»l ("(»)) - "*o {
! e-"€+* 

'

where " d" means equivalence of distributions (with respect to the measure P«0,"1 ).
Formula (12) shows that the "stopped" (at the time ?(E)) experiment E is a
Gaussian shift experiment. According to (11) the "stopped" (at the time 7t")(»))
experiment, 5'b\ converge weakly to I . From this it follows that it is plausible
to apply the general asymptotical minimax theorem of Hajek and LeCam (see [4]
or [5]), which states that for any continuous symmetrical function W

n aeAn (o,D )äa"

where .4" is a class of estimates of the parameter a, which are based on the
observationr ;g(")(t) for f ( 7{")(E). With the notation of model (2) define

r(h,o): inf {n > 1' » ö'o 2 D},
&=l

lvhere ö7 : @')10 + o'*'x). Then, with » : oy6,, we have 7(")1») :
(r(n',4) 1".

From this, the relation o: (1 - 0)n and (13) it follows that

ä--*oo 6e6h 0zqr1<t

( 13)

(14)

where 6ä i. a class of estimates of the parameter g, based on the observations
,,ltc2t...tfir(h,o).

We consider then sequential maximum likelihood estimators

»;( 
h'o) 

@o-1nk) l(1 + o'*?-1)
0r(h,o)-

»;( 
h'o) 

ö'o-,
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From [1], [2] and [3] it follows that

(15) -lip .rp-. 14r,,, (,fr@,ru,,t - 0) S ,) - o(r)l -- 0,
n-a gz1oz11 I \

where 1 fx e-a2 lz 4'o(c): ,fr J-*
and P1a,,; is the distribution of the sequence (rt)*>r, given (0,o). Combining
(14) and (15) we get the following result.

Theorem. In the model (2) the sequential estimatots A,(h,o), h --+ @,

are asymptoticilly minimax for any continuous bounded symmetric loss function
W : W(a), W(o) : 0, that is

.lim -inJ sup E@,dW('/EG - 0)): .liry- -suP Ep,aW(Ji(Q,@,,) - d)).
ä+o frE§r. gzqol<t h+a Qz!6211
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